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1. COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT 2016 
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Social & Fundraising  Lucy Blakeley 

Social & Fundraising  Emma Hodgson 
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Group Representative (Dolphins)  Karen Wild 

Group Representative (Penguins)  Kim Baker 

Group Representative (Sea Stars) Denise Sullivan 

General Committee  Elisha Kringas  

General Committee  Nikki Ford 

General Committee Sudhindra Satish Guddekoppa 

General Committee Sowmya Thyagaraj Hospmane 
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2. STAFF 2016 
 

Jenny Devlin 
4 Year Old Sea Stars Teacher and Director 

 

Michelle Glover 
4 Year Old Sea Stars Co-Educator 

 
Josie Milner  

4yo Penguins Teacher 

 

Halina Chcosnik  
4yo Penguins Co-Educator 

 
Michelle Sundstrom 

3yo Dolphins & 4yo Penguins Teacher (Tuesday) 

 

Linda Churchward  
3yo Dolphins Co-Educator 

Tina Riddell 
4yo Penguins & Sea Stars Lunch Care Worker 
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3. SEA STARS AND DIRECTORS REPORT 
Jenny Devlin 

  

It has been a pleasure to work with, teach and share many happy and 

productive hours with the 2016 group of Sea Stars. They have been a very 

socially interactive group, with friendships which have remained strong 

throughout the year. They have a shown a keen interest in a wide range of 

topics, and have enjoyed challenging and mastering their skills in many 

areas. 

 

We began the year with shorter sessions and fewer children – this gave the children an 

opportunity to become acquainted with myself and my co-educator Miss Michelle (Glover). 

These shorter sessions with fewer children gave each child an opportunity to explore the 

environment and the activities with confidence, setting the tone for ongoing confidence 

in seeking help when needed as well as exploring independently.  

 

This year we have introduced a number of activities to help strengthen the link between 

home and kindergarten, as well as the bond amongst the group.  

 

One of these has been Show and Tell – each child chooses a child randomly from a 

collection of names waiting for their turn. This activity, which we began in Term Two has 

been endlessly popular! It has given each child an opportunity to be the decider of who 

is next – a powerful role! – and as it is random, no favouritism can be bargained for!  It 

has also enabled each child to share a little about themselves to the group – their 

favourite toy, or book or collected item. It has given each child an opportunity to 

construct meaning full and articulate, enthusiastic descriptions of their item to the whole 

group. We have seen children who initially just displayed their item, with prompting from 

staff for further information, now able to share with more confidence and articulation 

their interest in their particular item. The children also enjoy asking questions of each 

other – not easy for a 4 year old! 

Another way has been with The Share Book – this requires some input from parents who 

write and add items from special events e.g. maps of the zoo, photos of holidays, 

collected leaves…which are then read by staff to the group, along with the child sharing 

their memory of the special occasion. This too leads to lots of smiles and discussions as 
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the child becomes the focus of the story and basks in the limelight and the group enjoy 

hearing about a new or familiar experience.  

 

Another very popular way we have strengthened the link between home and kindergarten 

has been with our take home fluffy Build-A-Bear koala – Billy. His name was chosen 

through voting on a number of names suggested by both staff and children – “Billy “won 

by a wide margin! He is taken home for 2 – 4 days from an alphabetical list of the group.  

He is photographed or drawn enjoying the experiences the family have over those days 

– watching swimming lessons, taking visiting relatives to the Brighton Beach Bathing 

Boxes, eating breakfast. In this way we are able to enjoy the many experiences we all 

share, as well as discovering foods and festivals and places which may be new or 

unfamiliar to many.  

 

We have also had a number of incursions and excursions to help us learn more about the 

world we live in.  

 

Some of our outings have been local, and others have seen us board a seat belted bus to 

travel to places a little more distant. Our incursions have covered a variety of interests 

and learning opportunities also. 

 

Our local excursions have been a walk to Bakers Delight to purchase a Hot Cross Bun at 

Easter time Thursday 24th March, and then on to a park to enjoy eating it together and 

have fun on the equipment before returning to kindergarten for a ‘visit’ by the Easter 

Bunny who left a little nest of tiny chicks for each child (no chocolates from him this 

year – a testament to our change of practice regarding food and health!) 

 

Another change to our practice in this regard has been in relation to the celebration of 

birthdays for each child – no food from home is involved, instead each child receives a 

small gift, along with a take home badge with their name and new age, and we all sing 

Happy Birthday together and so celebrate in this way.  

 

Our other local excursion was to Parkdale Library during the Children’s Book Council of 

Australia Book Week on Friday 26th August. Our brief train ride, lunch on the lawn 

outside the library and songs, poems and stories with  time to enjoy the many books 

available, as well as borrow a number to enjoy back here at kindergarten, was a delightful 

and worthwhile shared  leaning experience. Thank you to the excellent staff at the 

library for bringing to life the books and making the time and space available to us. The 

children had painted pictures about the anticipated visit to the library – and these were 

all displayed for us to enjoy!  
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Excursions further afield took us to the Casey Traffic and Home Safety School in 

Cranbourne on Friday 9th September. There the need for safety when a pedestrian or 

passenger were reiterated through a brief video presentation along with a discussion by 

the school staff. ‘Stop! Look! Listen! Think’ were repeated as children walked the 

pedestrian route around the school; wearing a seat belt at all times while in a car, exiting 

through the Safety Door – the left side back door or foot path side  - were the messages 

repeated from kindergarten  while there. The children were also ‘road users’ as they rode 

bicycles around the course wearing helmets also provided by the school.  

  

Fire Safety in the home was also reiterated and as we have a fire safety Emergency 

Evacuation Practise each term the children were also familiar with these practices. ‘Get 

down low and Go! Go! Go!’ along with ‘Stop, Drop and Roll’ were familiar catch phrases to 

the children.  

 

A visit to the Ricketts Point Marine Sanctuary on Friday 21st October helped us 

appreciate the valuable asset our beaches are to preserving sea and shore life. We walked 

around the rock pools looking for crab and other sea creatures, and noticed the many 

birds resting and feeding in the area. Caring for our environment by respecting the 

creatures which live there, and not littering their world but taking away any rubbish, 

were the main message from the Gould League run sessions.  

      

Thank you each and every parent and Grandparent who has accompanied us on these 

outings – we could not have done it without you!  

 

Of course most of our learning occurs at kindergarten in the day to day enjoyment of 

each session.  

 

We have celebrated National Harmony Day during the week 23rd – 25th March where 

diversity in culture is noticed and enjoyed and where we acknowledge that we can live in 

harmony with each other; when Cindy, a Chinese dancer came along to demonstrate the 

stories, dances and moves along with fans and umbrellas and round hats this helped us 

appreciate and enjoy  Chinese culture which we had also acknowledged during Chinese 

New Year;  Mother’s Day and Father’s Day were much enjoyed as we made presents and 

held special events for our parents – a Mothers Morning Tea on Friday 13th May  with 

cake, drinks, flowers, beautiful tables, songs, stories  and gifts for our Mums; an evening 

session for Dad Friday 2nd September where he too joined in with our activities songs 

and story and received a gift to take home. 
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We also celebrated Children’s Week by inviting Grandparents or relative or Special Adult 

Friend to come along and share some time with us at kindergarten. During National 

Nutrition Week we charted the Rainbow of Foods we eat each day; for Earth Day we 

created a World Map and talked about how we can care for the world – the land, sea and 

air of our environment – in particular, as it was Autumn, we talked about our need for 

trees and the way they provide shelter, fresh air and food for us and other creatures 

and how we too can care for them by watering, and not harming them. We continue this 

care each session with the children planting and caring for flowers and vegetables in our 

playground – the vegetables and herbs are harvested regularly for our weekly cooking 

time on Fridays.  

 

Thursdays is Science Day – and we have watched how important it is to wear seat belts 

every time we travel in a car (using a skate board, little figures and a block for them to 

crash in to); learning about the life cycle of rabbits and other animals; watching and 

experimenting with the way leaves, feathers and blocks fall; extracting chlorophyll from 

leaves; experimenting with ramps to how far and fast items can roll down them; watching 

coloured dye travel up celery stalks; planted bean seeds and watched them grow over 

time  and much more! 

 

Fridays is cooking day – and the children have helped bake and prepare the condiments 

for Baked Potatoes, created Rainbow Skewers, made Mexican Nachos and beans; made 

blueberry pancakes, Chinese vegetable noodles, pumpkin soup – and then eating it all too! 

Those are just a short list of the foods prepared and eaten together. 

 

We have enjoyed so many activities together this year – from dressing up as our favourite 

character from Possum Magic to wearing our AFL footy team colours and singing their 

theme song, to creating stories of our own, dressing up and telling traditional tales such 

as ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’ and ‘The Great Big Enormous Turnip’ to counting 

leaves and chairs and friends in the line; completing puzzles on our own or with a friend, 

recognising numerals and letters of the alphabet; signing our names in and out each 

session; talking about our families and pets, and sharing ideas and negotiating and settling 

squabbles and differences of opinion; we have developed and practised  literacy and 

numeracy skills each and every session and we have laughed and shared stories, games, 

pictures and collage crafts – we have been busy, engaged and interactive and often 

exhausted after each session! 

    

Thank you to each parent who has helped to create such an amazing group of individuals 

and who have worked so cohesively together this year. 
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Thank you to the amazing Michelle Glover – who works hard to keep me on time and whose 

contribution to each session is priceless.  

 

I have enjoyed working alongside each of our staff - Josie, especially as she has worked 

tirelessly to set up all the necessary planning for Bush Kinder; getting to know Michelle 

Sundstrom and her talent and enthusiasm as a teacher; Halina Chcosnik and her passion 

for art and conversation. I will miss Linda Churchward and her quiet involvement with the 

children and program support – I wish her every happiness as she embarks on the years 

ahead. 

 

Thank you too to the amazing Committee of Management who have worked extremely 

hard throughout a very difficult year – to mention individuals is to inevitably  leave 

someone out – so to each and every one of you THANK YOU SO VERY MUCH for your 

hard work and dedication to us all as staff and to the preschool.  

 

I look forward to working with the Committee of Management of 2017.  

 

Jenny, Michelle G and Tina 
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4. PENGUINS REPORT 
Josie Milner 

 

Hello to all the 2016 Penguin families.   

 

It is always difficult to summarise a whole year as there is so much growth, development and fun to 

reflect on. The Penguins have been a group diverse in so many ways.  They have all come from many 

different cultural backgrounds (9 actually), have different interests, skills and personalities of course!  

The one thing that they do have in common is their acceptance of each other and their differences.  

They support and respect each other, have fun together and learn from each other and it has made 

the Penguins group a pleasure to teach this year.   

 

We began the year discussing what makes us happy and safe at 

kinder.  It was great to hear the children’s input as it made the 

rules more relevant to them.  Of course there were many times 

when we made mistakes and forgot the rules but we always say at 

kinder that mistakes are ok and that mistakes are how we learn. 

Our friendship tree also helped us remember how to be a good 

friend to each other and once again the children had some great 

ideas! 

 

Songs, games and stories have also been a big part of our time 

with the Penguins this year.  Songs stories and games are a part of 

the program that develops and supports language, literacy, 

numeracy, concentration, but most of all they’re fun!  It has been 

great to see the children learn so many different songs and request 

their favourites! We have tried to use music as a way of exploring different cultures, enjoying songs in 

Tamil, Japanese, an Australian indigenous language, African and hello in different languages.  I hope 

your children have shared these songs with you at home!  Other songs have just encouraged a bit of 

silliness or an opportunity to show off our dance moves.  The penguins favorite song to dance to would 

have to be “up town funk” by the chip monks and it is wonderful to see their dance moves in action! 
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Science has also been a weekly event that the children have loved this year.  Each Monday we have 

looked at our science equipment and asked some questions. What are we going to do with them? How 

and why? Watching the children’s reactions and listening to their comments, questions and laughter 

really made science what it’s supposed to be, FUN!  

We tried to incorporate literacy and numeracy into the everyday events at kinder.  We counted how 

many friends are here, signed our names upon arrival, recorded our science results, wrote down the 

scores at the basketball ring and much more.  All these experiences allow the children to explore 

literacy and numeracy without fear of failure and in a relaxed and fun way. We recognise that levels 

of development are different for all children and it is important that they are allowed to develop at 

their own pace and that they are all given opportunities to achieve in a way that is relevant to them. 

There have been some interests that have come and gone and some have continued throughout the 

year.  We have many budding sports people in the group this year and our basketball ring has definitely 

had a workout.  Our drawing table has also been consistently full throughout the year and making 

books has been enjoyed by many.  Reading the stories to the group at mat time made many of the 

children very proud of their achievements and gave them incentive to keep going.  Our making table 

(as it was named by the children) was also a constant area of activity.  Rockets, spider webs, superhero 

shields, flowers, play grounds and so much more were made and enjoyed.  As the year progressed so 

did the complexity of their creations.  An open ended creative area like this is so important for 

developing so many skills.  Fine motor, problem solving, 

creativity, co-operation and compromise are all 

important skills that the children have been developing 

at the “making table” and these skills are vital for the 

steps they are taking towards school readiness. 

 

Dramatic imaginary play has also been a love for many 

in the group.  For some it’s playing with dinosaurs in the 

jungle, cooking up a storm in the sandpit or putting out 

the fire from the fire truck.  Engaging in these play 

experiences has provided opportunities for creativity, 
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friendships to develop, language, co-operative play and an understanding of community and identity. 

Dramatic play spaces are vital for preschoolers as they allow them to develop skills in an environment 

where they don’t fear failure, have no concerns about the right and wrong way to participate and that 

is appropriate to their individual level of development.   

 

EXCURSIONS INCURSIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS! 
Throughout the year we have been lucky enough to enjoy some special events together. They have 

included: 
 

The Museum visitor 
Excursion to Bakers Delight and the park for afternoon tea. 

Mothers and special friend’s morning tea 
Book Week –  a visit to our local librarian and our special, book themed dress up day (Possum Magic) 

Cindy the Chinese Dancer 
The dentist visit 

Bunnings woodwork workshop 
Dads and special friend night 

Mentone Primary “Putting on the Hits” 
Footy Day 

Casey Safety Village 
Ricketts Point excursion 
Rabbit rearing program 

Grandparent’s Day 
Bush Kinder session at Braeside Park. 
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As you can see it’s been a fun filled year!  These incursions and special events are all chosen to give the 

children the opportunity to explore their world, community and interests.  We hope that they have 

made their kinder experience positive and fun.  Each excursion we were so grateful for the support 

from all the Penguin families who offered to help and make it a safe experience for all of the children 

(and staff).  

 

Parent involvement in the kinder program is such a vital part of our program.  The families of the 2016 

Penguins have been a wonderful group to get to know over the year as they have been involved while 

on duty and generally made kinder a welcoming place to be. Special mention must go to Saffron’s mum 

Theresa who designed and painted our amazing Penguin, Sea Star and Dolphin mural at kinder. 

Theresa put in many, many hours of work completing this mural and it will be appreciated by many 

children and families over the years to come. We must also thank Nicolas’ Dad Simon who initiated the 

project and helped install it (along with all the other jobs he does for us!) 

 

I would also like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the “Penguin team”. Halina and Michelle are 

fantastic to work with and their ideas, passion and sense of humour bring out the best in our Penguins 

group. They put in hours each week of their own time to support the children and families at our 

preschool.  Special mention to Halina whose passion for art, giving children a voice and creativity is 

inspiring.  Michelle has been such an asset to the team this year, her creative ideas, knowledge and 

input to the program has been invaluable.  The children have loved having Tina on Mondays, she has 

been a wonderful help to the whole team. Nicole has also attended the Penguin group over the last 

month as an additional assistant on Tuesdays and we thank her for her support and hard work.  

 

Finally the Penguin team would like to wish the Penguins well in the year ahead and hope that their 

kindergarten year has prepared them well for a positive and exciting beginning to school life.  

 

For the families of 2017 we welcome you and look forward to a year just as exciting and fun as this 
year.  For those of you not sure about what to expect at kinder, here are some things that might give 
you some ideas. 
 

• Noise, but happy noise of children exploring, talking, sharing, negotiating learning and 
hopefully having fun! 
 

• A play based program where children learn by doing.  Play encourages social interaction, 
friendships, language development and allows children to try, experiment, ask questions, solve 
problems and engage in critical thinking.  As an example we may look an activity such as play 
dough.  There are so many things a child may learn at the play dough table, they are developing 
fine motor strength in preparation for writing, they are sharing equipment, taking turns, 
developing language skills and we talk about shapes, texture and ideas, they are using their 
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imagination and the list goes on and on...So remember they're not just ‘playing’, they’re 
learning vital life skills!! 
 

• Children at different stages of development, with different strengths and weaknesses, likes and 
dislikes. 
 

• Children engaging with nature, exploring, touching watching and having fun at ‘Bush kinder’.  
 

The committee of management have also worked so tirelessly to support staff and make the preschool 

a place that is inviting and fun for all the children.  They have consistently worked on grant applications, 

renovations, fundraising, maintenance and ensuring that our preschool is running professionally and 

efficiently. We can’t thank you enough for all your continuing work and support. 

 

The staff at Mentone Preschool have also worked tirelessly for our children and their families.  Jenny, 

Michelle G, Michelle S, Linda and Halina thank you for your support in 2016 looking forward to an 

exciting 2017.    

 

Wishing you all a safe and happy Christmas and new year. 

 

Josie, Michelle S, Halina and Tina 
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5. DOLPHINS REPORT 
Michelle Sundstrom 

 
Well hasn't the year just flown by, it only feels like a few weeks ago that Linda and I met all our precious 

little 3 year olds and my how they have blossomed over the last 9 months. 

 

Term one saw many of the children separate from their families for the first time to become part of 

Mentone Preschools Dolphins group. Some happily left their parents at the door while others were a 

bit reluctant. As their confidence and trust in us grew the children were soon running through the 

door to join in the fun activities. Our orientation sessions and smaller groups allowed the children to 

become familiar with their new surroundings, meet new friends and become comfortable with the 

staff.  

Term one is also a time of social and emotional learning, a time  come together as a group to learn 

about each other and how we can play well together. This is sometimes a very new concept for our 3 

year olds and it can take most of the year for them to develop these social and emotional skills but 

with lots of practice it can be achieved.  

 

First term the children worked together on a group project on how we could be a good friend. Through 

conversations with the children we wrote down ways we could be good friends with our peers. We 

also discussed that as people we are all different but we can work together as a unified group. We 

created our group art and motto for the year ' we may all be different but in this group we swim 

together'. This is something we hope the children can carry with them through their life in our diverse 

world. 

 

Throughout the year we help children develop confidence in developing new skills such as fine motor 

for writing and cutting and gross motor for climbing, jumping and running. Many of our activities are 

open ended so the children have time to achieve these skills at their own pace. 
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This year we have enjoyed many activities and family events such as yoga, Cindy the Chinese 

storyteller, Mother's Day afternoon, Fathers night possum hunt and recently Grandparents Day and 

the rabbit breeding program. These events allow children to experience things they might not get to 

do in their everyday lives as well as families coming together to see what the children get up to at 

kinder. 

 

We have had fun celebrating the Olympics with a mini Olympic Games, we dressed in our team colours 

for footy day and we dressed up as our favourite book characters while celebrating Book Week. 

 

Throughout the year the children have many experiences that not only develop their skills but also 

gives them opportunities to discover, create, explore, develop language, build on maths and science, 

solve problems, gain self-control, discover their world and form friendships. 

 

We provide the children with activities that challenge them but also 

where they can achieve success to help build their confidence in 

discovery and learning. If a child continually fails they may give up but 

give a child a chance to succeed they will endeavour to better 

themselves. 

 

The children have enjoyed many different 

activities throughout the year such as 

playdoh, painting, drawing, cutting, 

collage, construction, stamping, block 

construction, puzzles, dramatic play, 

messy play including the sandpit and mud 

patch as well as a variety of other 

activities such as singing and dancing. With all these activities there is 

an amazing amount of learning happening from language, maths, 

science to social and emotional skills. 

 

I'd like to take this time to say a big thank you to Linda for her support and input into our program. 

She has been a wonderful support and co-worker in my first year here at Mentone Preschool but sadly 

we are saying goodbye. Linda has decided it is time for her to spend more quality time with her family, 

especially her grandchildren. I wish her all the best and I'm sure we will still see her from time to time.  
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I would also like to thank Robyn Brown who filled in for Linda for term 2. Her help in a time of need 

was greatly appreciated and thank you to all the Mentone Preschool staff, you have made me feel 

right at home as the new kid on the block. 

 

A big thank you to all the parents who volunteer whether it's duty, committee, laundry duties or just 

to lend a helping hand. We thank you from the bottom of our hearts, your help is priceless. 

 

To all our 2016 children and their families we wish you all the best for Christmas and the New Year. 

We look forward to seeing you next year and watching the further growth of your beautiful children. 

For those moving on best of luck on your new paths and adventures, we will miss you. 

 

To all our 2017 families we welcome you with open arms. You become like family to us as we care for 

your precious little ones. There may be tears on the first day, whether from the children or yourselves 

but please be confident in knowing that your children are in safe, caring hands. We look forward to 

the exciting things 2017 will bring for us all. 

 

Wishing you all a safe and happy holidays. 

 

Michelle S and Linda  
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6. PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT REPORT 
Ben Sullivan and Christopher Chong 

We can look back at 2016 with some satisfaction.     

 

The school was able to provide interesting and varied incursions/excursions, fun events and even 

managed to add ‘Bush kinder’ to the curriculum!   

 

Achievements: 

 

 Fundraising:  This was outstanding, with net funds raised of over $7,000.  More than $3,000 

was raised by Quiz night which was after the financial year end, topping 2015’s effort 

substantially. 

 

 The staff implemented the new timetable based on feedback received in 2015.  ‘Bush Kinder’ 

will become a part of the curriculum in 2017.  

 

 Building Improvements: Finally we were able to construct the sliding doors and extended the 

deck at the back of the classroom.  It looks very modern and user friendly.  This was funded 

by a grant from Kingston City Council and fund raising, the cost was kept well under budget. 

 

Also a new mural on the wall was created by one of our talented parents, Theresa Chua. 

 

 Grant Applications: We obtained grants of $2,200 for new playground equipment, thanks once 

again to Kingston Council.   

 

We made important headway to manage the decline in enrolments, which has now become 

something of a ‘structural issue’ within Bayside area kindergartens.  The reasons for this are varied 

but include shifting demographics, working parents opting for day care and an oversupply in preschool 

places. 

 

A special thanks to our tireless staff.  Their dedication to the children’s enjoyment and progress is 

priceless.  A very good indicator of this is when the children look forward to the start of their session! 

 

We thank all of the members of the committee for all their service and efforts during the year. 

 

Particular thanks must be given to our very active fundraising subcommittee.   Our intrepid Secretary, 

Kristy, also deserves special mention.  Frequently she wore many ‘hats’ and was invaluable in problem 

solving and coming up with creative solutions.  

 

Also noteworthy to mention for their conscientious and hardworking duty are Treasurer Ying Clark 

and Working Bee Coordinator Simon Spruyt. 

 

We also thank our community partners, in particular the Kingston City Council and Bendigo Bank. 

 

Looking ahead to 2017, the outgoing committee wishes all the best and support to the new committee.  
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7. TREASURERS REPORT 
Ying Clark 

 

The last year has been a challenging one financially for the preschool.  An operating deficit of $27,076 

has been reported for the financial year.  While this may seem like a disappointing result I would like 

to start my financial summary of the year by sincerely thanking the Teachers and Committee for 

practicality and restraint they have shown in making discretionary spending decisions during 2016.  

This has allowed us to contain the financial result position to the best of our ability, demonstrated by 

the deficit in the last 9 months of the financial year, from January to September 2016, only being 

approximately $6k.  The overall Operating Deficit was primarily caused by four-year-old student 

enrolment numbers being less than the preschool’s full capacity.  Four-year old student numbers from 

Term 1 are critical to the financial position of the preschool, as total government grant funding 

received is based on these enrolment numbers. 

 

We know that student enrolment numbers have also been an issue for a number of community 

preschools in the local area.  In my opinion Kingston Council opening a large new childcare centre in 

Parkdale and approving a number of new private kindergartens to open in the Mentone area, 

combined with the working hours and childcare requirements of many current-day families, has led 

to a tough student enrolment environment for our local sessional community kindergarten. 

 

It is important to note that the preschool still has adequate financial and cash reserves. Total cash on 

hand at the end of the 2016 financial year was $105,655 ($15,000 of which is reserved in deposit 

account for teachers long-service leave provisions), with no overdraft or borrowing facilities in use.  

The preschool also owns its own land and premises, meaning that it does not have to make monthly 

lease rental payments (although it does obviously have to maintain the premises). 

 

I extend my thanks to Chris, our Vice President, who co-signed payments and assisted with other 

Treasury activities. A big thanks to the publicity and enrolments teams, (Faye, Rivka and Jules).  They 

have done a fantastic job in getting 2016 enrolment numbers up during the year, from 36 four-year 

olds and 15 three-year olds in December 2015 to almost full capacity as we head towards the end of 

the 2016 enrolment year. Which contributes to a better 2016 financial result and a better 2017 budget 

forecast.  

 

Even more so I want to congratulate the fundraising team, Lucy and Emma, for their amazing efforts 

this year.  A net total of $7,628 was raised in the financial year to September and a further $3,171 has 

been raised to start the new financial year with a bang by the fantastic quiz night last month. 

 

We have been able to use these fundraising funds, and grants received from Kingston Council and 

other local businesses to, in a practical and efficient way, improve the preschool’s facilities this year.   

 

In particular the new ‘folding doors’ project has been able to be completed.  Thanks to some great 

ideas and project management by Nikki Ford this was done in a very practical way, at a total cost of 

$14.5k (versus an original budget previously set aside of $35k).  The final net cost to the preschool was 

less than $10k, as a grant of $5k was received from Kingston Council.  We have also been able to use 

grants received from other local organisations to fund some other essential works such as painting. 

 

Finally, a big thank you to all the fantastic 2016 committee members, for all the names that were not 

mentioned individually, you know who you are. Especially Kristy, our secretary, who has pulled all of 

us together. Thank you Colin, our devoted accountant.   
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8. THREE YEAR OLD ENROLMENT OFFICER REPORT 
Julia Ozolins 

 

We began 2016 with 16 enrolments.  During the course of the year we had an additional 6 enrolments, 

however we also lost 3 enrolments.  

 

The Open Day was held on Saturday 16th April. The enrolment period for 2017 began on the open day 

and continued for 3 weeks (an extra week than usual as the Open Day was changed to an earlier date).  

During the enrolment period 19 applications were accepted. 

 

The enrolment policy was revised in October this year, allowing us to accept applications for children 

who turn 3 years old after the start of term 1 in the year of attendance and before the 30th of April. 

These applications will be placed on a waiting list and may be offered a place at the end of term 3 of 

the year before attendance if there are still places available. These children will not be able to attend 

the preschool until they turn 3 due to legal staff to child ratio requirements. They will however have 

to pay full term fees to enable the preschool to finance the teaching staff.  In 2017 we currently have 

4 enrolments from children who will turn 3 in the first few weeks of term 1. 

 

The committee has been considering increasing the number of 3 year old enrolments to our preschool 

to a capacity of 27, which would involve employing an additional educator.   

 

In total, so far, we have received 30 formal applications as well as a number of telephone enquires 

which have not progressed into formal applications.  This has resulted in 21 accepted places, 9 places 

offered and declined, and 1 application still pending. We continue to have enquiries from time to time 

and are confident of beginning 2017 with a full group.  Of the 9 declined offers, 3 declined due to the 

times of sessions being unsuitable, 3 accepted offers at other preschools in the area, 2 moved away 

from the area and 1 postponed their application until 2018. 

 

As there has not been an oversubscription to the Dolphin group for 2016 it has not been necessary to 

prioritise or refuse any eligible applicants. The 3 year old group for 2017 is currently made up of 10 

girls and 12 boys.   

 

There was an exceptional effort this year by the committee in publicity and fundraising for the 

preschool. Messy Day and Open Day were both huge successes.  It is believed these efforts have had 

a positive effect on our enrolments.  
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9. FOUR YEAR OLD ENROLMENT OFFICER REPORT 
Rivka Wells 

 
We began 2016 with 36 enrolments in total, evenly spread between the two groups, Sea Stars and 

Penguins.  We have had several changes throughout the year and are set to finish 2016 with 42 

students, 21 in each group, out of a maximum of 44.  Despite the slow start these numbers are very 

encouraging. 

 

Our open day this year was moved to April so as to provide new families an opportunity to view the 

Preschool prior to the City of Kingston enrolment period opening on the 1st May.  This was a very 

successful day with lots of new families coming to look around our fabulous facilities and meet the 

teachers.  

 

All enrolments are now received by Council via their online application form.  This has been very 

successful and families have embraced this change in process.  It has also made it much easier for 

families to apply from interstate and also from overseas.   

 

Looking forward to 2017, we have been busy planning for the implementation of Bush Kinder for all 4 

year old students next year in terms 2, 3 and 4.  This has been an enormous undertaking with all 

policies now written and ready for approval.  Bush Kinder at Braeside Park will provide a fabulous 

addition to our 4 year old program and, I’m sure, will help to keep the Preschool competitive and 

provide us with a point of difference from other facilities in the area.  We have adopted a few minor 

changes to the timetable in order to allow for Bush Kinder to run.   

 

Our enrolment numbers for 2017 are currently undersubscribed at 33 out of a maximum of 44.  

Reasons for low numbers seems to be multifactorial including, low birth rate and high level of 

competition from child care and preschool facilities close to us.  Consultation with council has shown 

that most of the Community based Preschools within our zone are also undersubscribed.  Hopefully 

these numbers improve over the summer break.  Because of 3 years of under subscription for our 4 

year old program the committee has looked at several options for change for 2018 including changes 

to the timetable, marketing strategies and 4 year old program.   

 

Thank you to all committee members and teachers for your dedication to our preschool.  I can’t wait 

to see the Bush Kinder in progress and look forward to an exciting 2017. 
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10. WORKING BEE AND MAINTENANCE REPORT 
Simon Spruyt 

 
Our Working Bees for Terms 1 to 3 were held by class groups. In Term 1, the Dolphins group attended 

the first Working Bee, with our Penguins group in Term 2, followed by the Sea Stars group in Term 3. 

We are always very grateful to the parents/helpers who volunteer a few hours of their time to attend 

a Working Bee. The regular tasks of cleaning of tables, chairs, painting easels, water bottle/lunch trays, 

foyer and a tidy up of the outdoor play areas and gardens were completed. Window cleaning, kitchen 

and storage cupboards tidy up, gutters emptied, sheds tidied, as well as sand, and tanbark top up tasks 

were also accomplished. 

The new and existing decks were also stained. 

An acknowledgement and thank you to Theresa (Mum of Saffron - Penguins). Theresa volunteered her 

time and services to create a vibrant and engaging new mural which encompasses the three pre-school 

groups, along with the pre-school identity characters. Theresa also assisted with the installing of the 

murals. 

Some of the maintenance items for this year included: Repair to boat, thanks to James (Dad of Samuel 

- Penguins),  the replacement of carbon monoxide alarms, a couple of  plumbing tasks - thank you to 

Matt (Dad of Noah - Penguins), installation of additional latch in kitchen and slight modifications to a 

couple of the outside gates. 
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11. QUALITY REPORT 
Lindsay Veloso 

 

Under the National Quality Framework, early childhood providers should seek feedback from families 

as part of their continuous improvements (Element 7.2.3). With our 2016 mid-year parent survey we 

once more had excellent results and feedback received showed that Mentone Pre School (MPS) 

families are overall very satisfied with our preschool. The added benchmarking data to the survey 

brought to our attention that the preschool is very well rated in comparison to other kindergartens in 

the area. Mentone Pre School was at or above benchmarking in many areas, which is excellent. See 

summarised table below: 

 

 

Also during 2016, the following policies were reviewed by the committee and updated: 

Quality Area Policy 
 2 Road Safety and Safe Transport 

2 Emergency & Evacuation policy 
6 3 & 4 year old policy 
7 Complaints and Grievances 
2 Child Safe policy 
7 Governance & Management policy 
 

These policies were originally drafted by ELAA (Early Learning Association Australia) of which we are 

member, and modified for use by Mentone Pre School. Review dates for all policies are noted in the 

policy review table, however, can be updated at any time at the discretion of the serving committee.   

Being a committee member during this year was a real challenging experience for me and I would like 

to say a big thank you to all staff and 2016 committee members who helped with reviewing and 

updating policies, particularly to Kristy, Faye and Ying for giving me a hand when I most needed. Also 

thank you to Josie, Jenny and Michelle Glover for being such great teachers and supportive staff.  
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12. SOCIAL AND FUNDRAISING REPORT 
Karen Wild, Denise Sullivan and Kim Baker 

Lucy Blakeley and Emma Hodgson 
 
Social and fundraising has had a very active and busy 2016! 
 

12.1 SOCIAL EVENTS 
 

We organised a number of social events throughout the year to assist all kinder families with 
meeting other families within each group.  
 
We had regular park play dates, beach and play centre dates for each group in addition to a 
kinder gathering at the wonderful Moorabbin Miniature Railway. Furthermore, each group 
enjoyed dinner out as well as a Family Dinner one Saturday for all kinder families at the Mentone 
RSL. 
 
We are looking forward to our Christmas BBQ which is always great fun with no doubt an 
appearance from Santa himself! It’s a great way for us to celebrate a fantastic year of friendship, 
fun and collaboration at MPS throughout 2016. 
 

12.2 FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGNS 
 

Fundraising has been a major focus throughout the year. We have been fortunate enough to 
enhance our local relationships with a number of businesses. Coles Mentone has extended 
amazing commitment to supporting us regularly and Bendigo Bank continues to be a loyal 
supporter. An astounding number of organisations within our local community have engaged 
with us and offered their support through their kind donations to make our fundraising efforts 
such a success. 
 
The fundraising Campaigns for the period January 2016 – October 2016 include: 

 

Edgefest at Mentone Bowls Club $300 

Cadburys Chocolate Drive $580 

Messy Day Open Day $600 

Easter Welcome  $200 

Mother’s Day Books $310 

Bunnings BBQ $2426 

Bunnings Cake Stall $1293 

Entertainment Books $170 

Quiz Night $3200 

Melamine Plates Father’s Day $195 

Coles BBQ x 5 $1285 

TOTAL $10559.00 

 
The only outstanding fundraising activity is the Handprint Tea Towels (which are currently in 
production) in preparation for Christmas gifts and The Christmas Raffle. 
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QUIZ NIGHT DONATIONS 
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13. APPENDIX - MENTONE PRE SCHOOL ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

MINUTES 4TH NOVEMBER 2015 
 

Mentone Pre-School ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

4th November 2015 7.30pm-8.30pm 6 Station Street, Mentone 

 

Chaired by Aimee Ellis 

Note taker Faye Scott 

Attendees 

Faye Scott, Simon Spruyt, Lucy Blakeley, Elisha Kringas, Rivka Wells, Denise 

Sullivan, Kumudhini Janarthan, Zhongbo Zhang, Dz Mo, Eleanor Grasso (LM), 

Aimee Ellis, Jennifer Devlin (LM), Kristy Shannon, Josie Milner, Sudhindra G.S., 

Emma Hodgson, Gerard Adamsons, Karen Wild, Ann Lynch, Colin Stebbing, Chris 

Chong, Ying Clark, Karen Reiter, Janice Munt (LM), Craig Renfree (LM), Linda 

Churchward, Halina Chcosnik, Michelle Glover, Ronnie Russell, Joan French (LM), 

Michelle Sundstrum 

Apologies 

Audrey Thompson (LM), Jan Powell, Graham Giulieri, Lorna Blanche (LM), Gwen 

Secomb, Sarah and Greg Sweeney, Merford Klock, Pippa Casey, Michelle McCann, 

Julia Ozolins, Aliye Geleto Anota, Karen Supalak, Rachel Turley, Sarah Terrell 

Absent 
Mrs A Rawlinson (LM), Mr P Higgins (LM), Catherine Boulton (LM), Nicole Franz 

(LM), Glenda Paterson (LM) 

Next meeting 
Handover Meeting – Wednesday 25th November 2015 

6 Station Street, Mentone 

 

Agenda topics 

1. Welcome & Opening 

Aimee Ellis (Treasurer) formally welcomed everyone to the 2015 annual general meeting and 

the life members in attendance. 

 

2. Apologies 

Faye Scott (Secretary) read out apologies from committee, staff and Life Members. 

   

3. Minutes from Previous Annual General Meeting  

Faye Scott moved to accept the minutes from October 2014 Annual General Meeting Seconded: 

Aimee Ellis 

 

4. Presentation to Ann Lynch  

Aimee Ellis (Treasurer) welcomed Ann Lynch and made her a Life Member of Mentone Pre 

School.  Ann Lynch accepted the offer and received flowers. 

 

5. Guest Speaker 

Daniel from Cool Little Kids gave a presentation. Cool Little Kids work with parents of anxious 

children, trying to build confidence.  Children may be struggling with starting new things, i.e. 

swimming lessons, drop off at kinder, or around animals.  Daniel provided three tips: Firstly, do 

the thing and not avoid it, when a task is difficult it is easy to avoid, if the child throws a tantrum 

and we take them home, then they learn they are not able to manage the situation.  However 

they need to be able to cope. Try to build their confidence slowly.  Second tip, when kids are 

struggling, look at our own reactions, the children pick up our feelings.  If the parent is anxious 
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it is important to try and hide it.  Last tip was to be careful about saying “be careful”, makes 

them anxious.   

 

6. President/Vice President Reports  

Elisha Kringas (Vice President) talked about her second year on the fabulous committee and 

presented a report (please refer to annual report). 

 

7. Treasurer's Annual Report 

Aimee Ellis (Treasurer), gave a summary of the year’s financials.  Audited accounts were tabled.  

Aimee Ellis moved to accept the treasurer’s report for 2015.   Seconded: Elisha Kringas 

(Vice President) 

 

8. Director Report 

Jennifer Devlin (Director and Sea Stars Teacher) gave a short speak about her year - she had the 

best children and beautiful parents, the committee were busy and she appreciates everyone 

efforts; Rivka Wells (4yo enrolments), Elisha Kringas for applying for grants and her work in the 

sliding doors and deck, thrilled that she has been able to see it through from day 1 and looking 

forward to the work being completed sometime next year.  Pip, Karen and Lucy for great 

fundraising throughout the year.  Aimee Ellis has been amazing and comes in for a couple of 

hours every week and helped to prepare for excursions, creates forms, notices for the front 

door, saved a lot of time for staff.  Can’t thank Aimee enough.  Thanks to life members, for 

accepting the role and keeping an interest in Mentone Pre School, and finally to Daniel for three 

simple strategies, and thank you to colleagues. 

 

9. Stand Down 2015 Committee - Aimee Ellis (Treasurer) stood down 2015 committee. 

 

10. Door Prizes - handed out. 

 

11. Elect 2016 Committee  

Aimee Ellis (Treasurer) called upon Colin Stebbing (kalc) to chair the elections, this is his 11th 

year as returning officer to do the election.  He informed all present that it’s a requirement that 

everyone on the committee have a working with children check, and Aimee Ellis mentioned that 

certain roles also require a police check. 

 

Janice Munt gave a presentation.  

 

The following people were nominated to the 2016 Committee of Management: 

 

President: VACANT 

 

Vice-president: Kumudhini Janarthan 

 

Treasurer: Ying Clark 

 

Secretary: Kristy Shannon 

 

Quality Officer: VACANT 

 

Publicity Officer: Faye Scott 

 

3-year-old Enrolment Officer: Julia Ozolins 
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4-year-old Enrolment Officer: Rivka Wells 

 

Working Bee Coordinator: Simon Spruyt 

 

Social and Fundraising Committee: Pippa Casey, Lucy Blakeley and Emma Hodgson 

 

Group Representative: Karen Wild (Dolphins), Denise Sullivan (Sea Stars) 

 

General Committee: Chris Chong 

 

Declared election closed. 

 

Aimee Ellis thanked Colin and the 2015 committee. 

 

Elisha Kringas gave a special thank you to Aimee and presented her with wine. 

 

12. Thank You to 2015 Committee – The 2015 committee were presented with a gift thanking them 

for their work during the year. 

 

13. Announce Handover Meeting - The handover meeting is to be held at Mentone Pre School on 

Wednesday 25th November 2015 at 7.30pm. 

 

14. Close Meeting – 8.30pm 

 


